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•  Information Theory Basics 
•  Entropy, MI, Discrete IT estimators 
•  Entropy estimation demo 
•  Example: predicting verdicts from text 

•  Social network dynamics 
•  Entropic measures for time series 
•  Transfer entropy & Granger causality 
•  Examples 

Coffee Break (4:00-4:30) 
•  Content on social networks 

•  Representing content 
•  Continuous IT estimators 



Temporal	  Interac(on	  Networks	  

•  Inter-gang network in LA, Hollenbeck 
•  Reported inter-gang violence 

•  LAPD data from 1999-2002  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<color represents the rivalries>  
Time



Diffusion	  Processes	  



Represen(ng	  user	  dynamics	  
•  Continuous-time point process 

•  Marked point process 

•  The “marks” can represent tweet content, check in location, etc 

Time 

Time 



Homogenous	  Poisson	  process	  
•  Let the counting process {n(t) : t ≥ 0} represent the total 

number of “events” that occur by time t. 
•  E.g., number of tweets in an interval 

•  The process n(t) is called a Poisson process with rate λif 
1.  The probability of observing k events in the time interval [t,t+τ] is 

distributed according to Poisson distribution with a mean λ 

2.  The number of events in any non-overlapping time intervals are 
independent from each other 

•    

€ 

P[n(t +τ) − n(t) = k] =
(λτ)k

k!
e−λτ



Wai(ng	  (me	  distribu(on	  
•  If the last event happened at time 0, what is the probability 

that the next event will happen at time t? 

•  Divide the time window into N=t/δt small intervals of length δt 
•  The probability that there is no event in an interval is 
•  The probability that there is no event in any interval is 
•  The probability that there is an event right after t is 

Time 

δt 

0 t 
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1− λδt
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[1− λδt]t /δ
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λδt

δt 
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p(t) = λ limδ → 0[1− λδt]
t /δ = λe−λt



Wai(ng	  (me	  distribu(on	  in	  TwiDer	  

Information theoretic approaches are model free 

Exponential observation model 

does not capture 
heavy tails 

€ 

p(Δt) = λexp(−λΔt)

Weibull observation model 

€ 

p(Δt) = λk λΔt( )k−1 exp(−[λΔt]k )



Applica(ons:	  	  
classifying	  user	  ac(vity	  on	  TwiDer	  

using	  entropic	  measures	  

A nice example of how entropy is useful in 
random contexts as a measure of  

(disorder/uncertainty/predictability)  



•  Questions 
•  How can one classify different types of activity on Twitter? 
•  Can these types of activities be automatically recognized? 

•  Contributions 
•  Information theoretic framework for classifying dynamics of 

retweeting 
-  Two features enough to classify behavior 



conversation Spam 

Campaign 

Heterogeneity of dynamics makes analysis of Twitter difficult 

Organic information spread  

Variety	  of	  ac(vity	  on	  TwiDer	  



PaDerns	  of	  ac(vity	  in	  social	  media	  	  

news	  media	   celebrity	  post	   poli2cian	  

Number of times a post is retweeted vs time 
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 	  Examples	  of	  organic	  informa2on	  spreading	  behavior	  
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PaDerns	  of	  ac(vity	  in	  social	  media	  	  

promo2on	   ac2vism	   spamming	  
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2me	  2me	  2me	  

 	  Promo2on	  campaigns	  that	  rely	  on	  automated	  &	  manual	  twee2ng	  



Time	  intervals	  between	  successive	  retweets:	  	  
[t2-t1, t3-t2, …, tn-tn-1]	  

Time	  series	  of	  retweets	  of	  a	  single	  URL:	  
[(u1,t1),	  (u2,t2), …,	  (un,tn)]	  

Number	  of	  retweets	  made	  by	  a	  user:	  	  
[count(u1), count(u2), …, count(un)]	  

Characterizing	  ac(vity:	  who	  tweets	  and	  when	  



blogs	  and	  news 

Characterizing	  ac(vity:	  who	  tweets	  and	  when	  



ac2vists	  and	  
campaigners 

Characterizing	  ac(vity:	  who	  tweets	  and	  when	  



adver2sing	  
and	  spam 

Characterizing	  ac(vity:	  who	  tweets	  and	  when	  



•  User diversity 

•  Time interval diversity 

Most users retweet once 

Many intervals of different length 

Few users tweet multiple times 

Intervals of specific length 

high	  entropy	   low	  entropy	  

high	  entropy	   low	  entropy	  

Characterizing	  ac(vity:	  entropy	  of	  distribu(on	  



Calcula(ng	  entropy	  

•  Entropy of a distribution 

 
•  For user entropy, en is a user id 
•  For time interval entropy, en is a unique interval (in seconds) 

€ 

entropy = − p(en )
n=1

N

∑ ln p(en )

p(en ) =
freq(en )

freq(en )
n=1

N

∑



organic	  

ads	  &	  spam	  

ac2vism	  

bot	  &	  autotweet	  

Manually	  annotated	  URLs	  in	  entropy	  plane	  



blogs 

Pop. news 

Mod. pop. news 

Unpop. news 

Robotic activity 

Ad. & promos. Spam like ads. 

Campaign like ads. 

cluster7 
cluster8 cluster3 

cluster1 

cluster6 cluster4 cluster2 cluster0 cluster5 

Unsupervised	  Clustering	  (EM)	  



Automa(c	  classifica(on	  

•  Organic information spread: many individuals, time scales 
•  Advertisement and Promotions: few individuals, time scales 
•  Campaigns: few individuals, many time scales 
•  Bot Activity: many individuals, few time scales 

•  Auto-tweeting (Twitterfeed) 
-  Individual auto-tweets (TechCrunch) 
-  Collective auto-tweets (bieberinsanityblog.blogspot.com) 

•  Tweet-scheduling (Tweet-u-later, Hootsuite) 
-  Spamming 

•  Differentiate human from bot activity 
-  Identify marketing companies engaging automated services: “will tweet 

your ad or message on my Twitter accounts that add up to over 170k* 
followers 2-6 times per day for 30 days.'' 



   
 

  Entropic measures for multiple time series 



Measuring	  influence	  
•  Structural (network) measures 

•  Out-degree/number of followers 
•  Page-rank, other centrality measures 

•  Does not consider user dynamics 
•  Not all links are meaningful 

 
Twitter black market on ebay 



Measuring	  influence	  
•  Dynamic measures 

•  Re-tweets (Kwak et. al. WWW ‘10) 
•  Size of cascades (Bakshy, et. al. WSDM ‘11) 
•  Influence-passivity (Romero et. al. WWW ’11) 

•  Requires explicit causal knowledge 
•  E.g, who responds to whom 

•  Platform-specific 
- Retweets/mentions/Likes 

 



Influence	  via	  Predictability	  
•  Y influences X if Y’s past activity is a good predictor of X’s 

future activity 

 
•  Quantified using Transfer Entropy 

•  How much our uncertainty about user X’s future activity is reduced 
by knowing Y’s past activity 

Y X 

Uncertainty about X Uncertainty about X, if you know 
Y’s behavior 

X, Y can represent: 
Timing of activity 

Location 
Context 
Content 

… 

Model-free 
Defined:  
(Schrieber, PRL 85, 2000) 
Related to Granger causality: 
(Barnett et al, PRL 103, 2009 ) 
Actual causality: 
(Runge et al, PRL 108, 2012) 

TEY!X = H(XFuture|XPast)�H(XFuture|Y Past, XPast)



Time 

? 
Today in 1698, Tsar Peter I 
imposed a beard tax. Men who 
didn't shave had to buy a 
"beard token" which said, "A 
beard is a useless burden." 

Today might be Labor 
Day, but I'll always 
remember it as the day 
when Tsar Peter I of 
Russia imposed a tax on 
beards. 

Just taught my 
kids about taxes 
by eating 38% of 
their ice cream. 



Transfer	  Entropy	  with	  Tweet	  Times	  

Time 

? 

How predictable is X’s behavior? Look at X’s history 

X 

Y 

And if we add Y’s history? 

Uncertainty about X Uncertainty about X, if you know 
Y’s behavior 

TEY!X = H(XFuture|XPast)�H(XFuture|Y Past, XPast)
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yt

€ 

xt

When can we say Y is a cause of X? 
Answer 1: Controlled, random interventions 
…IMPRACTICAL 
Granger’s answer: 
- The cause occurs before the effect, AND 
- The cause contains information about the effect that is 
unique and is in no other variable  

Granger	  Causality	  



Granger	  Causality	  
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xt+1 ≈ A j xt− j
j=1
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xt+1 ≈ A j xt− j
j=1

p

∑ + B j yt− j
j=1
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xt

Model-1 

Model-2 

Y is Granger-causal to X if Model-2 is better than Model-1 



Inferring	  influence	  networks	  

•  Transfer Entropy  

•  Granger causality 



Time 

Transfer	  entropy	  for	  tweet	  (ming	  



More	  intui(on	  about	  T.E.	  

Time 

? 

Y 

X 

Alternate possibility: low transfer entropy 

Uncertainty about X Uncertainty about X, if you know 
Y’s behavior 

Both  
Random 

Both  
Deterministic 

TEY!X = H(XFuture|XPast)�H(XFuture|Y Past, XPast)



Informa(on	  theory	  of	  spike	  trains	  

€ 

xt
(k ) = xt ,xt−1,..,xt−k

€ 

p(xt+1 | xt
(k ))

•  Information theory has been used for decoding 
electrical signals in the brain, called “spike trains”  

€ 

H(xt+1 | xt
(k )) = − p(xt+1,xt

(k )) log p(xt ,xt
(k )) / p(xt

(k ))∑

€ 

xt

0 1 1 0 1 1 ? 1 

xt+1 



How	  do	  we	  calculate	  this?	  

€ 

yt

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

€ 

xt

0 1 1 0 1 1 ? 1 

€ 

ITY→X = H(xt+1 | xt
(k )) −H(xt+1 | yt

(k )xt
(k ))

1 bit of information transfer from y means we can use y  
to perfectly predict the next bit of x 

xt+1 



Sampling	  problems	  
k bins  2k possible histories, requiring O(2k) data 
Too little data leads to systematic bias in entropy estimates 

(Panzeri, et. al. J. Neurophys. 2007) 
 

  Get more data/remove inactive users 

  Estimate bias and correct (Panzeri & Treves, 1996) 

•  Use binless, unbiased entropy estimators (Victor, 2003) 

  Use fewer, more informative bins (for social media) 
 



Relevant	  (me-‐scales	  for	  social	  media	  

1 day 3 days 5 days 10 days Time1.
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10 000.

100 000.

Count HlogL

Time HlogL2000
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12000
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Histogram 
of Time to 
Re-tweet 



 
•  Synthetic data 
- How well can we estimate IT? 
- Recover network structure from activity pattern 

•  Twitter data 
- Compare IT to other measures of aggregate influence 
- Identify most predictive edges 
- IT among top users 
- Fine-grain picture of influence 

Results	  



Synthe(c	  data	  
Model user activity for two friends, x,y, as a non-homogeneous 

Poisson process 

Rate of activity 
for user x. Background 

rate   
1 post/day Influence 

strength 
Dependence on y’s 
recent posts 

Power law tail 
for response 
time justified 
experimentall
y 

Time 
Y 

X 

Total time observed, T 



Synthe(c	  data	  
•  If X is affected by Y, but not vice versa, this asymmetry is 

captured using information transfer 

y  x 
 
x  y 



Synthe(c	  data	  
•  Information transfer as a function of how long we observe 
•  Equivalently, fix time and change the rate of activity 



Synthe(c	  data	  
•  Post-bias correction 



Synthe(c	  data	  

User 

Time Post 
No post 

Calculate information transfer between each pair of 
users. 
 
Can we use this information to recover the correct 
network? 

Generate activity  
according to graph 
(30 days, background  
rate = 1 post/day, γ=µ ) 

+ 



Who	  influences	  whom?	  
User 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
… 

Time 



Synthe(c	  data	  
User 

Time Post 
No post 

~ 50 posts/person typically leads to perfect 
reconstruction of network. 

Correct 

False edge 

Missed edge 



TwiDer	  data	  
•  Top information transfer edges 

Free2BurnMusic    Free2Burn  0.00433 
Earn_Cash_Today income_ideas  0.00116 
BuzTweet_com      scate   0.00100 
Kamagra_drug2    sogradrug3  0.000929 
Sougolinkjp           sogolinksite  0.000907 
kcal_bot                FF_kcal_bot  0.000903 
Nr1topforex           nr1forexmoney  0.000797 
Wpthemeworld      wpthememarket  0.000711 
Viagrakusurida     viagrakusuride  0.000680 
BoogieFonzareli     Nyce_Hunnies  0.000677 
 

Free2BurnMusic: "#Nowplaying  Janet Jackson - Hot 100 1990 http://free2burn.com/index.php 
#Music #IFollowBack #Music" 

1 second later 
Free2Burn: "#Nowplaying  Janet Jackson - Hot 100 1990 http://free2burn.com/index.php 
#Music #IFollowBack #Music" 
 

Banned 



Bombe	  cluster	  
•  High transfer entropy among users with most followers 

BOMBE O SEU TWITTER, COM MILHARES DE NOVOS 
FOLLOWERS, ATRAVES DO SITE: http://????????
#QueroSeguidores NNN 

Google Translate: 
Pump up your Twitter, get thousands of new followers, 
link to this site: http://?????? #IWantFollowers NNN 

Links and numbers changing over time, 
Most users re-posted many times. 
 
Tweeted over 50,000 times. 



Two	  users	  with	  same	  TE	  

Data taken just before the Brazilian presidential elections, for which Marina was a top contender. 
Soulja Boy has many more followers, but most are only weakly influenced. 

Total TE ≈ 0.025 Total TE ≈ 0.025 

TE  to a single follower 
 



Granger	  Causality	  
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•  Time series might represent 
•  #of tweets by a user in a given time interval (e.g., per day) 
•  # of certain hashtag mentions 
•  etc 



StraighVorward	  Approach	  
•  Calculate all pair-wise influence between the time series 
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xi
t+1 = β ji x j

t,Lagged

j=1
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StraighVorward	  Approach	  
•  Calculate all pair-wise influence between the time series 

 

 

€ 

xi
t+1 = β ji x j

t,Lagged

j=1

l

∑

Problem: The learned influence network will be generally very dense 



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Granger	  Graphical	  Models	  
•  Combining Granger-causality and variable selection 

•  Results in sparser (simpler! network) 
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a Xx

Sparsity term 



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Granger	  Graphical	  Models	  
•  Climate time-series analysis for climate-forcing agents 

[Lozano et.al., KDD’09] 

•  Time-series microarray analysis for regulatory dependencies 
[Liu et. el, ISMB’09] 

Output 

Output 



Challenges	  

•  Non-linearity & high-dimensionality of time series 
•  Granger causality (in contrast to transfer entropy) assumes linearity 

•  Existence of Hidden Variables 
•  Common problem both Granger causality and transfer entropy 



Effect	  of	  non-‐linearity	  

 Performance deteriorates with increasing non-linearity 



Granger-‐Copula	  approach	  	  
 
1.  Find the empirical marginal distribution for each time-series 

 

2.  Map observations into copula space 

3.  Find Granger causality among transformed time series using 
Granger-Lasso 

Liu et. al., 20012 



  Dataset generated according to non-linear model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Significant improvement over baselines 

 

Granger-‐Copula	  approach	  



Predic(on	  with	  TwiDer	  data	  
•  Haiti Earthquake tweets 

•  Top 1000 users who tweeted on the topic during Jan 10- Jan30 

 

•  Predicting Future tweets by the users: 
 



Jamie Louis Simon 

A Local Religious 
Radio Talk Show Host 

Chris: TheNewsBlotter 
11 yr air force member 

A News account 

Example	  of	  an	  influen(al	  edge	  



Ninja Candy 
A nigerian activist 

Suzi LeVeaux 
Online volunteer for Haiti 

and international 
humanitarian relief effort.  

Example	  of	  an	  influen(al	  edge	  



	  	  Hidden	  confounding	  variables	  

Y X 

or 

Y X 

Z 



Tweets about Haiti Earthquake 

Usually there are latent (unobserved) factors in the social media datasets. 
 
How can we recover the true social influence network 
considering the impact of latent factors? 

Unobserved 

Observed 

	  	  Hidden	  confounding	  variables	  



Evolution 
Matrix 

Sparse 
Local Dependency 

Low Rank 
Global Dependency 

Noise 

sum of the singular values 

sum of the absolute values 

[Bahadori et. al, 2013] 

Stable Sparse Low-Rank (SSLR)  
Matrix Factorization 



Hidden	  Structure	  in	  Hai(	  Dataset	  

Examples of Users Affected by the 
Hidden Variables 

Group #1 missionmanna, schachin, robstar5800, 
pierrecote, haitiinfocus, sspcampsie, 
kitri1, haiti tweets 

Group #2 missionmanna, viequesbound, 
kareenaristide, alaingabriel, 
mrsboo2u, spydrmedia, haitirelieund, 
nakeddiary 

Learned low rank matrix corresponds to the 
subgroups of users affected by hidden 
variables 

Organizations or persons with 
possible close connections to the 
authority of Haiti 

Mostly volunteers, such as 
viequesbound (HumanRights, 
Disasters, CivilUnrest, ARC digital 
& SELA volunteer), kareenaristide(a 
wife & mompreneur of 5 who is on a 
journey to change the world & make 
history!) 



Summary	  
•  Transfer Entropy 

•  How much is our uncertainty about user X’s future activity reduced by 
knowing about Y’s past activity? 

 
 

•  Granger Causality 

 
•   Y is “Granger-causal”  to X if (M2) is a better predictor than (M1) 

 
 

Uncertainty about X Uncertainty about X, if you know Y 



Information Transfer from 
 Activity Timing 

Granger Graphical Models 

Summary	  

Arbitrary signals/representation, but  
hard to evaluate 

More efficient but assumes linearity;  
real-valued signals only 


